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The International Journal of Risk and Contingency Management (IJRCM) publishes
interdisciplinary research papers, reviews, and case studies that examine risk, uncertainty, and
contingency. The journal encourages risk and contingency research from disciplines like healthcare,
manufacturing, natural resources, agriculture, government, education, military, transportation,
finance, and technology. The journal’s cross-disciplinary coverage and applied focus moves risk and
contingency management away from pure financial coverage. Academicians and researchers
benefit by gaining insights from the research in this journal concerning how risk is measured and
mitigated against across different disciplines, industries, and sectors.
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Application of risk and contingency management across disciplines and industries
Comparative risks and/or contingency across disciplines and workplace functions
Comparative studies of risk or contingency management across organizations
Contingency planning, risk mitigation, risk transfer
Crisis and incident management (analysis, solutions, compliance, etc.)
Global economic recession
Information technology risk
Insurance and health risk
Multidisciplinary and/or interdisciplinary approaches to risk/contingency management
Novel/unique applications of risk frameworks and models
Risk and uncertainty in research (including meta-studies)
Risk in management science
Risk in psychology, sociology and the other social sciences
Risk in public vs. nonprofit vs. government sectors
Risk versus uncertainty
Risks and contingency management in traditional economics and finance
Risk-sensitive industries
Security and terrorism risk
Significant global events/impacts (including global warming, flooding, tsunamis, earth quakes, and terrorism)
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will be forwarded to at least 3 members of the Editorial Review Board of the journal for double-blind, peer review. Final decision regarding acceptance/revision/rejection will
be based on the reviews received from the reviewers. All submissions must be forwarded electronically.
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